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Suiting Up ...
Means you get up every day and don clothes for your role.
Like an actor playing a part, you look, sound, and feel it.
Weather it is a suit or uniform, you are off to a great start.
Putting a smile on your bright, shiny face is even better.
Showing Up ...
Means you are willing to step on stage to play your part.
You know your role and lines. You’ve got your moves.
Stepping Up ...
Means no hesitation on your part. You roll up your sleeves
and get the job done. Does not matter if it is dirty work.
It is not always easy to suit up, show up, and step up.
Sometimes it may seem easier to sit on the sidelines or
linger backstage. Yet, that does not serve anyone. Your
only way to stay in the game is to play. Commit yourself,
have a game plan, and follow through. Step into that
spotlight, and your light will shine it’s brightest. Ever!
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Personal power is a key element of success. It’s not about
dominating others though. It’s about harnessing your own
inner assets. Through your courage, strength, persistence,
and perseverance you can make it through any challenge.
By tapping into your power reservoir, you can amp it up
through driven intention and focused attention. Once you
have powered up, nothing can stop you from suiting up,
showing up, and stepping up to live your destined purpose.

Elephant
As the largest mammal, elephant embodies strength and
power. They are sacred and royal creatures. According to
Ted Andrews, in Animal Speak, “If elephant has come to
you, prepare to draw upon the most ancient of wisdom
and power.” Cultivating your wisdom is very powerful.

Light Language
Learn to read and write in light. Communicate at light
speed. Redirect your life. Change the lives of others.
Impact your community. Make a difference in the world.
The following Light Language classes are available:
•
•
•
•

LL1 – Beginning Light Language
LL2 – Intermediate Light Language
LL3 – Advanced Light Language
AP – Advanced Principles of Light Language

Divine Intervention

“He who controls others may be powerful, but he who has
mastered himself is mightier still.” ~ Lao Tzu

Divine Intervention is an intensive course in self-mastery,
transformational healing, and shamanic principles. It is a
healing modality passed down through generations from
the Mayans and Aztecs to Mexican Curanderos to healers
of today. Participate in miracles and magic on this path
blended of both heaven and earth.

Suit Up, Show Up, Step Up

Contact

Quote

The part you play in life is important. You are unique, and
you have something only you can offer. No one else has
that special combination that you bring to the table. You
are the secret sauce. In order to share your hidden talents,
you must … suit up, show up, and step up!

Call (512) 343-7679 or email Kim@SevaSoulas.com.
Visit our Web site at www.SevaSoulas.com.
Private one-on-one tutoring is now available, either in
person or via Skype.
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